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Motivation

▪ It is rarely the case that first-hand research is carried out on languages or communities that 

have never been documented before, so typically there already exists material in some form, 

in missionary or traveller reports, government records, or from previous linguistic or 

anthropological researchers. With careful use, these legacy materials can provide valuable 

information to contemporary researchers and communities, and assist language recovery or 

revitalisation

▪ In some cases there are no contemporary fluent speakers and legacy materials are the 

richest or only sources for description and revitalisation

▪ Sometimes, field research in communities is not possible due to danger from violence, e.g. 

civil war or gangs, or from disease, including pandemics like Ebola and Covid-19

▪ In this session we discuss the nature or legacy materials found in archival collections, how 

we can make use of them, and some of the challenges involved in dealing with legacy 

materials

▪ Note: there is a free online course about archiving at 

https://archivingforthefuture.teachable.com/, but it does not cover how to use other people’s 

collections or legacy materials

https://archivingforthefuture.teachable.com/


Overview

• Some terminology

• Types of archives

• Types of corpora

• Epistemological issues – making sense of corpora

• Practical/technical issues

• Limitations and opportunities

• Conclusions



Terminology

• Language documentation

• Language description

• Language revitalisation

• Archiving

• Meta-data and meta-documentation



Language documentation 1

• Term widely used in late 19th and early 20th century to refer to the study 
of indigenous languages in the Boasian tradition, characterised by:

• brief summer fieldwork

• collection of dictated texts, vocabulary, and grammatical forms

• part of broad anthropological enterprise to ‘save’ disappearing 

cultures

• training and engagement of informants as data producers and co-

authors

• use of latest technology



• goal: production of ‘Boasian trilogy’: text collection, grammar, 
dictionary

• (much fieldwork material ends up in archives, but more as an 
accident, not as a goal – see APS, CLA)



Language documentation 2

• “concerned with the methods, tools, and theoretical underpinnings 

for compiling a representative and lasting multipurpose record of a 

natural language or one of its varieties” (Himmelmann 1998)

• Features:

• Focus on primary data

• Accountability

• Long-term storage and preservation of primary data (archiving)

• Interdisciplinary teams

• Cooperation with and direct involvement of the speech community

• Outcome is annotated and translated corpus of archived 

representative materials on a language, cf. DoBeS, ELAR

• Woodbury (2003, 2011) ‘transparent records of a language’



What’s new in documentation 2?

• Data focus – this is Himmelman’s “primary data”), but also structured 
data derived from processed materials (transcribed, translated, annotated 
digital files). A collection of such material is called a corpus. See 
Himmelmann 2012. We discuss problems with this later.

• Accountability – we expect the materials (“primary” and analysed) to be 
made available to others. Some have argued for reproducibility, i.e. the 
possibility of recreating the researcher’s analytical steps to see if the 
outcome is the same (or different). See Berez-Kroeker et al 2017. We 
discuss problems with this later.

• Preservation -- long-term storage in safe archival facilities where the 
data and analysis (corpora) can be safeguarded for the long term 
(including refreshing data formats to take into account changing software)

• Reliance on software tools – data and analysis is stored in digital files 
and access is mediated via computer software



Henke & Berez-Kroeker (2016: 411) 

“It is difficult to imagine a contemporary practice of language 
documentation that does not consider among its top priorities 
the digital preservation of endangered language materials. 
Nearly all handbooks on documentation contain chapters on it; 
conferences hold panels on it; funding agencies provide money 
for it; and even this special issue evinces the central role of 
archiving in endangered language work. In fact, archiving 
language data now stands as a regular and normal part of the 
field linguistics workflow (e.g., Thieberger & Berez 2011).” 
[emphasis added]



Language description

Is concerned with questions like:

▪ What is a language system/grammar?

▪ To what extent are languages alike and to what extent are they 
different? 

▪ What does this tell us about the human mind?

▪ What does this tell us about human communication?

▪ How does a language system work and how is it acquired?



Language description requires

▪ Asking the right questions/collecting relevant data. Rice (2005: 236) argues that 
formal syntactic theory forces a grammar writer to ask questions that are not 
very likely to be asked otherwise.

▪ Making generalisations and drawing distinctions about the grammar of 
languages. In other words, descriptions must be generalizable, rather than 
simply observational, that is, they must represent generalizations about the 
described linguistic system.

▪ Labelling and categorizing the phenomena in one way or another (i.e., you need 
a ‘metalanguage’, comparable concepts, terminology …)

▪ A theory that underlies this, e.g., ‘generative’ or ‘functional’ mechanisms and a 
model for explanations.

▪ Presenting data and analyses in a way that is acceptable and interesting to a 
wider audience (and ‘replicable’?) – a “grammar” or “dictionary” as an 
academic object



Language revitalisation

▪ efforts to increase language vitality by taking action to:

▪ increase the domains of use of a language and/or

▪ increase the number of speakers (often in the context of reversing 
language shift) both adults and children

▪ older than language documentation (serious work began in 1970s 
and 1980s among Maori, Native American groups and others)

▪ Speech/language community members are often
more interested in revitalisation than documentation

▪ Often assumed revitalisation = formal language learning (school 
lessons, immersion)



Archiving

▪ An archive is a trusted repository with a collection policy and a 
commitment to:

• appraise the value of certain materials

• preserve selected items

• make known their existence

• enable access to them (or their ‘content’) 

▪ Archives have a catalogue that presents metadata (data about the data 
in the archive), often in a standardized format, some have finding aids

▪ Archives have access management protocols

▪ Many funders now require that projects archive their materials



Archive access management

• Universal – resource available to all, e.g. online 
• Register – resource available to registered users
• Closed – resource not generally available 

(embargoed, “black box”)
• Strict – resource available to users who have been 

given individual access rights for that resource



Archive types

1. Classified according to the types of material:
• Physical (analogue) archives – contain paper records, tape recordings, physical 

objects, e.g. Smithsonian Institution, British Library, Bibliothèque nationale de France

• Digital archives – contain digital files only: audio-visual, text, still images, maps, e.g. 
ELAR, TLA, AILLA (see DELAMAN for a list)

• Mixed archives – contain analogue and digital materials, e.g. AIATSIS, CLA, ANLA

2. Classified according to scope:
• International – world-wide or multi-country coverage, e.g. ELAR, TLA, BL, BNdeF, 

AILLA

• National – cover one country, e.g. AIATSIS 

• Regional – cover an area in a country, e.g. CLA, ANLA

• Local – cover a town or community, e.g. local museums

• Personal – records of an individual or family 



Large international digital – ELAR at SOAS



Large international digital – DOBES at MPI



Corpora types

Classified according to the types and structure of material:

▪Handwritten or typed texts or notes

▪Analogue tapes (audio, video), disks (vinyl, shellac, wax)

▪Unstructured digital files, e.g. .wav, .mp3, .doc, .txt, .pdf

▪Structured digital files, typically need to be accessed via 
specific software:
▪ Databases (linked data), e.g. Access, FLEx, Toolbox

▪ Spreadsheets (data in tables), e.g. Excel

▪ Annotations (text time-aligned to media or text), e.g. ELAN

▪ Metadata (data about data), e.g. Arbil, SayMore



Secondary corpora example

▪ Peter Austin Toolbox databases (lexicon, glossed and annotated texts) 
from S.A. Wurm’s 1955-57 handwritten notes of Australian languages

▪ Retype original, add metadata on sources (speaker, recorder, 
fieldnotes location), abbreviation definitions, date of last edit

▪ Add sentence analysis: phonemicization, morpheme glossing, part of 
speech, free translation in English, notes, link to lexicon (lexnum), link 
to abbreviations

▪ Add lexicon: headword, gloss, definition, scientific name, scientific 
name source, picture, semantic relations (synonym, antonym, cf), 
notes, cognates, example sentence link (text, free translation)







Secondary corpora examples
▪ CLA 1: Bodega Miwok tape recordings 1960s by Sarah Ballard with Catherine Callaghan 

(here) transcribed in ELAN by Andy Cowell in a new collection (here) just for his own 
interest 

▪ CLA 2: Makah recordings by William Jacobsen (here) transcribed in ELAN by Jorge Emilio 
Rosés Labrada and Erin Hashimoto in a new collection (here). Goal was software and 
linguistic training for Hashimoto, and to provide more accessible and user-friendly 
materials for community members in the Makah Language Program (MLP) in agreement 
with MLP Language Specialist, Maria Parker Pascua. Labrada also had goal to study 
glottalized resonants in Makah

▪ ELAR: deposit on Tonsawang (Indonesia) 2016-18 by Tim Brickell (partially transcribed in 
ELAN) extracted 1,408 examples, annotated for morphology, grammatical functions, word 
order, NP type, case marking in Excel by SOAS MA student Rebekah Hayes in order to 
analyse verbal constructions (voice). Her MA thesis is based on analysed secondary 
corpus.

(Thanks to: Andrew Garrett, Andy Cowan, Jorge Labrada for details)

http://cla.berkeley.edu/collection/10086
http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7297/X2251GC0
http://cla.berkeley.edu/collection/10028
http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7297/X2ZW1J3J


Issues with using legacy corpora



Epistemology issues
▪ Legacy materials do not exist in a vacuum but have their own socio-cultural context within which they 

were created, their “social lives” (Dobrin and Schwartz 2020), reflecting the nature and history of 
people (researchers, consultants, community), relationships, interactions, assumptions, goals 
(Christensen 2018)

▪ These are often implicit and need to be understood in order to make sense of the materials, however 
they are rarely documented or made explicit by researchers as meta-documentation (documentation 
of the documentation, cf. Austin 2013), so research on the corpus and its creation needs to be 
undertaken (see Austin 2017)

▪ biography of creator(s): prior language knowledge and/or study and/or exposure, their 
teachers/mentors/correspondents, how/when they learnt the language, how long they worked on the 
language and at what point in their careers, how the work was funded and with what goals, whether 
there were previous studies of the language or the community that they could have had access to, 
who was the consultant, what prior experience, who did the value-adding (transcription, translation)

▪ aspects of historical period:  kind and impact of contact between communities, including colonialists, 
and influential descriptive categories and formats known to author(s), e.g. traditional grammar based 
on Latin or Greek models, structural linguistics, IPA



Form, content, and interpretation issues

▪ Audio may be poor quality, noisy, difficult to hear (e.g. multiparty 
conversations)

▪ Video may be poorly recorded or unwatchable, poor audio, partially record 
people out of frame

▪ Hand-written or typed text can be difficult to read or interpret, with crossing 
out, abbreviations, obscurities (requires philological analysis)

▪ In digital text files characters may be mismapped or missing due to font 
problems, tabbed text may not align, structured text may be uninterpretable if 
the structure definition is missing

▪ Retranscriptions should link back to documents or files on which they are 
based (so we can retrace the steps), XML representations can create various 
different outputs (‘diplomatic edition’, edited (clean) edition), e.g. Dawes MS







Form, content, and interpretation issues
▪ implicitly structured materials, e.g. using typography or page layout to 

distinguish analytical categories or kinds of information, can be made more 
useful by encoding the structure separately from the form, e.g. by XML 
markup, or database model

▪ structure is not always computable from typography and may need to be 
manually added (cf. quotes from Nathan in Austin 2017): over-use of 
quotation marks, for multiple purposes and often redundantly, unclear 
scoping, spelling errors

▪ cryptic or incorrect glossing, because author(s) could not understand language 
consultant’s accent or pronunciation, or because the semantics of the source 
language terms were misunderstood (the “gavagai problem”)

▪ changing interpretations over time, and the author(s) hearing what they think 
they heard rather than what is in the recording or was dictated by speakers 
due to analytical decisions





Form, content, and interpretation issues

▪ Inappropriate content (taboo, sacred) for various audiences

▪ Dated content using expressions that are no longer acceptable or now 
inappropriate, e.g. personal remarks about the ancestors of living 
persons

▪ Over-distinguishing or under-distinguishing crucial contrasts, in 
phonology (voicing, aspiration, vowel quality or quantity), morphology 
(ergativity), or syntax (vocative case, applicative, switch-reference)

▪ Lack of sociolinguistic context: who says what to whom when and 
where?

▪ Relationship between legacy forms and contemporary usage – issues 
about what is “right”, especially for shifting languages undergoing 
change 



Stakeholder issues
▪ projects typically have many stakeholders who may have different kinds of interests 

in the materials collected and the analyses created
▪ Issues of control, consultation, and decision-making are important when deciding 

what kind of documentary material to include in any corpus and how it can be used
▪ For legacy materials possible mismatches between past situations and the present

▪ current membership of a contemporary ‘community’ may not coincide with past membership

▪ people who provided legacy materials may not even now be viewed as rightful members
of a given group and therefore their information may be deprecated 

▪ Unclear agreements, if any, between original collector and the community or 
particular individuals at the time (and whether these agreements were documented) 
as well as the relationship between any such agreements and arrangements that are 
currently being negotiated between contemporary researchers and other 
stakeholders, e.g. Austin told not to distribute copies of Wurm’s materials without 
permission of current Aboriginal group who self-identify as descendants

▪ Best to clarify if possible before using the corpus, especially for North America and 
Australia



Rights issues
▪ who holds what rights? Are the rights documented? How do we establish 

rights retroactively? What if the researcher is not sure about speaker rights?
▪ how do we determine rights when there are multiple contributors and data 

comes from multiple media?
▪ who has inherited rights between the time of the original recording and now?

(e.g. descendants of the original speakers, descendants of the original 
researcher)

▪ what happens to ‘orphan works’ where the original stakeholders can no longer
be identified? (e.g. materials passed from a researcher to a later researcher)

▪ when analysing legacy data it is important to clearly document the various
contributions to the work, including those of the original author(s), research 
assistants, the linguist-editor, other researchers, and current community 
members. 

▪ access rights to the secondary corpus need to be decided and clearly 
documented



Conclusions
▪ working with legacy corpora involves dealing with often complex issues about the form, 

content, context and use of the original materials and analyses arising from them
▪ there are many opportunities for researchers to add substantial value to legacy materials, 

especially if they are able to work with other historical sources and/or contemporary 
knowledge holders to elucidate them and the context surrounding their creation, analysis and 
current status

▪ maximising opportunities requires thinking about data entities, data types and relationships, 
and being explicit about them in the project design and application (e.g. in database design 
or XML tagging)

▪ very important role for metadata and meta-documentation
▪ by creating good meta-documentation now we can reduce legacy data problems for future 

researchers
▪ careful work with corpora of legacy materials can also be very rewarding for researchers and 

communities, especially for unique documents on languages/varieties or areas of knowledge 
that are no longer available, and that can serve as important sources for language support 
and revitalisation.



Abbreviations

AIATSIS Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies

AILLA Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America (UTexas Austin)

ANLA Alaskan Native Languages Archive

APS American Philosophical Society

BL British Library

BNdeF Bibliothèque nationale de France

CLA California Languages Archive (UC Berkeley)

DELAMAN Digital Endangered Languages and Musics Archives Network

ELAR Endangered Languages Archive (SOAS University of London)

SI Smithsonian Institution

TLA The Language Archive (MPI Nijmegen)
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